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Background/Opportunity
Most (95+%?) of agentbased models are
single-threaded
When parallel (e.g., DMason, Repast HPC),
usually spatial
Multi-core hardware
offers possibilities to
partition agents into
subpopulations

Amdahl’s Law
T: execution time of single-threaded code
T = fsT + fpT
fs + fp = 1
T(n) = fsT + fpT/n
S(n) = T(1)/T(n)
S(∞) =1/fs

Motivation
Full-scale city models (millions of agents)
Small country models (tens of millions of agents)
Artificial economies (U.S. private sector has 120 million
employees, 6 million firms)
Global epidemic models (109 agents)
Whole world simulations? (O(1010) agents)
Global population of mosquitos? 1011-1012?
Nanoparticle medicine delivery… 109-1015?

Big iron:
Tianhe-2

• 31 million cores
• Intel Xeon Phi’s on multiprocessor boards
• Imagine each agent on its own core…
• Approaching truly autonomous agents…
• Several agent projects planned…

Supply-Demand, ZI traders
Initialize agents
Partition the traders into
subpopulations of
buyers and sellers
Let each ‘submarket’
run to completion
Compute statistics
fs < 0.05

job reproducing their data as more complex behavioral models. Specifically, models
in which buyers paid less than some value ceiling while sellers tried to cover their
costs, with haggling between these two limits, not only explained much of what they
observed, it also produced reasonable market performance overall. Indeed, so near to
peak performance were their ZI markets that they suggested it was the market institutions that were mainly responsible for the overall high performances of such traders,
not the ratiocination of the individual traders themselves, since this was so minimal.
Subsequently, a variety of authors showed that the simplest ZI traders displayed
pathologies that needed to be corrected in order to explain other kinds of market behavior, thus giving rise to ‘zero-intelligence plus’ (ZIP) traders [8, 9] and related notions. However, these enhanced ZI traders also have relatively simple behavior. As
our goal here is primarily to explore the relative performance of distinct software
environments running on common hardware, there is no need for agents more sophisticated than the original ZI traders. Pseudo-code for this model is:

ZI Traders Code
Pseudo-code:

•
•
•
•

•
•

INSTANTIATE and INITIALIZE BUYER, SELLER, DATA and THREAD objects;
Assign sub-populations of BUYERS and SELLERS to THREADS;
FORK all THREADS;
FOR each THREAD, REPEAT:
o Randomly activate 1 BUYER agent + 1 SELLER agent:
! BUYER proposes a BID price;
! SELLER proposes an ASK price;
! IF (BID > ASK) THEN
• Pick EXECUTION price between BID and ASK;
• INCREMENT BUYER holdings;
• DECREMENT SELLER holdings;
• Collect DATA on the trade;
o INCREMENT the attempted number of trades;
o END when maximum trade attempts exceeded;
JOIN all THREADS;
Collect final DATA;

<Run NetLogo version>

Implementation/execution
C/C++: pthreads in C, C++11 threads, OpenMP
<Rob>
Java: native threads <various>
Clojure <Dale>
Erlang <Peter>
Go <Stefan>
Haskell <Vince>
Scala <Marta>

3 Model Sizes
10K buyers and 10K sellers, 1 million attempted trades
100K buyers and 100K sellers, 10 million attempts
106 buyers and 106 sellers, 100 million trade attempts

Microway workstation w/2 E5-2687W (8 cores/chip),
20.5 MB cache/core, 256 GB RAM, Linux (Fedora)
NVIDIA GTX 980 on same workstation…

Linux. The workstation is also outfitted with an NVIDIA GTX 980 although this was
not used in the present study. This hardware proved sufficiently capable that for mature languages (e.g., C) even the largest model instance—#3 above—executed in less
than a second of wall time when all cores were utilized.

C and POSIX threads
3.1

C and Pthreads

An existing single-threaded ZI Trader model was parallelized by importing the
POSIX thread (pthread) library and forking the main execution stream of the code,
joining everything together at the end before collecting statistics. This code was the
fastest we produced, unsurprisingly, given the somewhat low level nature of pthreads.
Figure 1 shows speedups as a function of the number of threads utilized, for each of
the model sizes—the dotted line is 10K buyers and sellers, the dashed line is 100K
agents of each type, and the solid line is 1 million. (Plotted values are means over 10
repetitions for each parameter setting. Standard deviations are small and not shown.)

Several compilers used including Intel Parallel
Processing Studio

Fig. 1: Speedup in C using pthreads: 10K buyers and 10K sellers (dots); 100K each type
(dashed); 1 million each (solid)

necessary to pinpoint the exact nature of this superlinearity, we believe that it results
from a large number of threads producing smaller agent populations/thread, and therefore the progressive ability of threads having smaller memory footprints to benefit
from the level 2 and 3 caches. In essence, and this will have to be checked, the smaller sub-populations produced by larger numbers of threads run more quickly and easily
(i.e., without being interrupted) and this makes the whole code terminate sooner.

C++11 Threads
3.2

C++11 Threads

Threads are part of the C++11 standard, meaning multithreaded code written in this
language is more portable than pthreads. The thread class abstractions are somewhat
higher level in C++11 in comparison to pthreads, making them simpler to use. Specifically, it was easier to code this version of ZI Traders than the pthreaded one. While
C++11 threads may be implemented in pthreads on some compilers, we found important performance differences from previous subsection. Figure 2 plots speedups for
this code as a function of the number of cores, for each of the three problems.

Some compilers implement C11 standard using pthreads

Fig. 2: Speedup using C++11 threads: 10K (dots); 100K (dashes); 1 million (solid)

This first thing to notice is that the speedups are about the same for all three problems.
Second, each code is sped up about 10x, a little more for the larger model, a little less
for the smaller model. Third, each model hits its peak performance between 10 and 15

OpenMP under C

threads, which is quite close to the number of hardware cores. Lastly, note that there
is no superlinear speedup here.
3.3

OpenMP under C

OpenMP [10] and MPI [11] are older frameworks, initially designed for parallelization across processors or machines, primarily of numerical codes. For example, executing nested loops and related linear algebra type applications are efficiently parallelized in OpenMP. For our agent models we used the parallel FOR pragmas which,
starting from the single threaded version, made this implementation the simplest to
write. Running the resulting codes we obtained the speedups shown in figure 3.

Also runs under C++, FORTRAN, others…

Fig. 3: Speedup using OpenMP in C: 10K (dots); 100K (dashes); 1 million (solid)

This code turned out to be about as fast as the pthreaded code (see section 4 below for
direct comparison). Note the similarity of figure 3 to figure 1 and its dissimilarity to

Java Threads
2 implementations: one naive, one sensitive to Java locks

Fig. 4: Speedup using Java threads: 10K (dots); 100K (dashes); 1 million (solid)

As we shall see in the next section, the absolute performance of these Java codes is
inferior to the C and OpenMP, versions, but can outperform C++ for large problems.

Clojure
Functional programming running on JVM
No

writing each function from the inside out was easier than creating the code from the
outside in. The resultant code is aesthetically pleasing to view.
5 shows locking
the results of running the ZI trader Clojure code on the small, meneed Figure
for code
dium and large problems, with different numbers of threads. The results show the
maximum benefit occurred at 2 threads.

Fig. 5: Speedup in Clojure: 10K (dots); 100K (dashes); 1 million (solid)

While Clojure achieves some speedup initially the shape of the lines in this graph are
qualitatively unlike what has come before. As the number of threads increases the

Go
Language designed for concurrency from Google
goroutines instead of threads
to economic models or other cases where visualization is deemphasized. ZI Trader
code in Go has been created and typical speedups are shown in figure 8.

Fig. 6: Speedup in Go: 10K (dots); 100K (dashes); 1 million (solid)

For the smaller problem instances Go achieves little speed up, but for the largest problem it produces about 2x speedup and does this with a large number of goroutines.

Scala
Scalable, functional programming based on JVM
Data structures
can
bealthough
mutable
immutable
wheel’ in Scala.
Further,
Scala or
is intended
as an immutable language, it is
flexible and can infer mutable code when necessary. Running the three problems in
Scala generated the results depicted in figure 7.

Fig. 7: Speedup in Scala: 10K (dots); 100K (dashes); 1 million (solid)

Good speedups were achieved for all but the smallest problem. Note the similarity of
this figure to the Java results shown in figure 4.

Erlang
Older functional language originating in telecommunications
Built for
concurrency
so we
have only run it for the first two (smaller) problems. Because it is so slow there
is opportunity for large speedups as code is distributed on multiple cores. Figure 7
shows that such speedups are realizable in practice as the number of threads increases.

Fig. 8: Speedup in Erlang: 10K (dots); 100K (dashes)

This plot shows the most dramatic speedups we have seen, more than a thousand-fold
decrease in execution time as all cores are utilized and the number of threads becomes

Haskell
Functional language based on the lambda calculus
Concurrency and parallelism provided by extensions

Fig. 10: Speedup in Haskell: 10K (dots); 100K (dashes); 1 million (solid)

Note that a modest amount of speedup in achieved, and at least for the large problem,
this occurs for more than 1000 threads.

Note that a modest amount of speedup in achieved, and at least for the large problem,
this occurs for more than 1000 threads.

Comparison: Speedups
4

Comparisons

So far we have studied the speedups achieved as a function of the number of threads,
with each of figures 1-10 having a different range on the vertical axis. Here we directly compare these speedups. Figure 11 plots them for the large problem instance of ZI
Traders—a million buyers and a million sellers. (We have excluded Erlang, Python
and Haskell because we do not have results on this problem instance for the first two,
and since incommensurate hardware was used for the third).

Fig. 11: Comparison of speedups achieved

Note the very similar speedups of C and OpenMP, on the one hand, and of Java and
Scala on the other. Go and Clojure speed up the least.

Comparison: Performance

here lower values are better. Note that there is more than 2 orders of magnitude difference in performance between the different software systems tested. Note also that
some five of them—C, OpenMP, C++, Go and Clojure—display approximately the
same (exponential) increase in runtime as problem size increases (exponentially),
while Java and Scala also increase but at lower exponential rate. Indeed, to solve a
problem 100x larger, Java and Scala only require 5x more time. Python and Erlang
are shown for only the first two problems; they are among the slowest.

Fig. 12: Absolute performance comparison of execution time across problems and languages

It is also informative to look at the memory requirements of the various codes. This
is done in figure 13 for the second problem (100K agents) where the vertical axis is in

Comparison: Memory

Fig. 12: Absolute performance comparison of execution time across problems and languages

It is also informative to look at the memory requirements of the various codes. This
is done in figure 13 for the second problem (100K agents) where the vertical axis is in
units of KB. Note the vast difference in memory requirements, from a few MB (C) to
more than a GB (Clojure)! There is little growth in memory needs with the number of
threads. Comparing figures 12 and 13, memory usage and execution time are directly
related, with smaller memory footprints implying higher performance.

Figure 13: Memory requirements for the second problem (100K buyers and 100K sellers)

Overall, it is remarkable that nearly a 1000 fold difference in execution times and
memory usage results from distinct software systems solving the same problem!

Summary and Conclusions
Parallel execution is the future for ABMs
Variety of agent parallelization software compared:
Factor of 100 in range of performance!
Partially due to language/compiler maturity
Partially due to design differences (e.g., persistence)
Large speedups are possible!
Today, coding for parallel execution is an art…

